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ANNBX

Statement mlde by tbe MiDister for ForeigD Affairs of~
USSR iD Cairo OD 23 February 10B9

The Mi44le Bast, A chaRce Of aD histgric compromise

The Soyiet leadership" perspectiye oD the oyerall cPDtext of the
cODfligt iD the Mi44l. list an4 meaDS Qf re.olying it

I must ~ualify my remarks at the outset by saying that we have no magi9
formula, are not working on one, and suggest no panaceas.

We recognize that the conflict, which has dragged on for decades and sparked
off five bitter wars, haH e.ceedingly deep roots and presents 4 multitude of
complicated aspects.

Where does that lead us, though?
not lend itself to a solution at all?
that have been used up to now?

To the conclusion that this conflict does
Or that it canRot be resolved by the means

Before giving a reply we must sort out what exactly needs to be resolved. If
the problem is separated from the incrustations, distortions and overblown
emotions, it amounts to how to arrange fOl two peoples to be able to live in one
shared historical motherland, and how to Inforce the fundamental provision of
international law that the ac~uisitioD of territory through the use of force is
inadmissible.

A solution in principle was found long ago - iu 1947, in resolution 181 (11)
of the United Nations Oeneral Assembly which endorsed the plan for the partition of
Palestine. In today's terms, the task is to enable the Palestinian p.ople to
exercise their right to self-determination, return to the Arabs the land that has
b~en taken from them, and guarantee the Israeli State the right to a secure
existence within recognized boundaries.

Common sense rebels against the thought that this cannot be accomplished. And
common sense, backed up by bitter historical experience, say. that none of the
parties to the conflict can achieve ita ends by force. Reliance on force wi)l
inevitably lea4 to further, ever more bloody and destructive ~ars.

The Middle East is a museum of past civilizatio~a. If no peacefUl ~olitical

Ind compr.hensive settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict is found, events in the
region may spiral in response to the logic of the military stand-off. The region
faces the threat of an arms race which will sooner or later spill over i"-to nuclear
confrontation.
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Ultimately, one cannot rule out the possibility that Iarael and ita neighboura
will condemn themselves to a repetition of the courae that the nuclear rivalry
between the Baat and Wea~ f~llowedl that they will mount the predictable atepa of
the lad'er of nuclear e.oal&tion. If thia happens, future archaeologiats will find
yet another stratum containing a buried Middle Baatern civili.ation.

In the best case, the parties w1ll eventually come to r••lt.e the need for a
compromise settlement and will begin to put one into effect, but in immeasurably
more dangerous anJ complicated circumstances than today'S.

Time in the Middle I~.t is not on the side of peace but of war. The
preservation of the ItatuI gyo is not leading to greater calm, but towatds an
ezplosion •••

It would appear thee mu~h of what Mikhail Gorbaohev said in his statement to
the forty-third session 0: the Uni~ed Nations General Assembly also applies to the
.ituation and problenls at' tha Middle Bast.

The pyramids may vanish looner than the yearning of the Paleatinians for their
homeland. The intifadah whioh has grown so far-reaching and intenlive is
confirmation of this.

Can i~ ue supposed, though, that another nation - the Israeli nation - will
allow its existence to be endanqered?

The world ls changing, Tod~y it is changing faster than ever, and politically
it is chanqing in directions which only yesterday seemed scarcely likely.

Look how easily we get used to new ~ircumstances. The destruction of Soviet
and American nuclear misai.les is accepted aa something mundane, something supposed
to happen. ~ecipr6cal inspections of military activities are carried out routinely
both under the Stockholm accords and under the Soviet-American Treaty on the
Blimination of Their Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Nuclear Missiles.

Many countries are reducing the .i.e of their forces and arsenala, and cutting
back on military spending , •• Talks on disarmament and confidence-building in the
military sphere in Burope will be held as radical cuts are being made in the Soviet
armed forces.

But in the Middle Bast - aa, of course, else_hel. - many people still think
that you can acc~mplish anything with a qun.

Let'. be franka there are people who believe that the great Powers are not
particularly dismayed at the failure to regulate the Middle Bast situation. After
all, they say, they are earning goodly lumS by supplying arms to the region, and
beyond that they don't much care.

I should like to lay, on behalf of my country at least, that that.il not
true. Upheavals in the Middle BaIt always affect us very de.ply. The Soviet
people are especially senlitive to everything that goes on here, becau.e tension in
this region costa us dearly in all respect., includinq material one••

I •••
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There is now some hope of a radical improvement in the international climate,
and important agreements on arms reductions bave been concluded. More eztensive
agreements on reducing military confrontation both in Burope and in Asia lie
ahead. This is becoming a general and for.mative trend iD modern development. But
the historic procesi of disarmament may griud to a halt for lack of movement in the
Middle Bast.

In fact, there i. movement, but in tbe wrong direction - towards an aspansion
of the arms race. It is already on e scale that estands far beyond the boundaries
of the region ••• Today, in terms of direct military espenditure, the region ranks
third in the world after NATO and the Warsaw Treaty Organilation. Its espenditure
in 1987 amounted to '59 billion. But while an awareness of the danger of
overarmament is taking root within the two military-political alliances, in the
Middle Bast the old and now universally discredited idea that ~he more weapons one
has, the greater one'. security, continues to hold sway.

In the Middle Bast a military potential has been creatod whicb is considerably
in esceslI of its real economic and demographic weight in the world.

Twenty-five thousand tanks and more than 4,000 aircraft in the military
formations of the opposing sides, about 5 million - or including reserves,
7 million - men under a~. and '600 billion allocated over 10 years for military
preparations in the region do not mean that a limit has been placed on the arms
race. It is rather the contrary •••

The region receives 61 per cent of world eaport. of weapons. And what are the
results? They are appalling. The Iran-Iraq war alone, which caused the
irreparable loss of a million human lives, devoured '500 billion, "hich amounts to
about half the esternal debt of the developing countries. But that is by no means
all. In the region weapons are appearing, such as intermediate- and short-range
missiles, which we and the United States are oompletely eliminating. Meanwhile,
deployed in the Middle Bast, they pose a threat to the Soviet Union, the Buropean
countries, and the interests of the United States.

It is precisely because the Middle Bast is becoming a very serious obstacle to
the further progress of disarmament - in which most of the peoples of the world
place their hopes for a better future - and il becoming a threat to them that it is
necessary to internationalil. efforts to arrive at a Midd~e Bast settlement.

In the absence of such an approach, complications may arise in the relations
of the Middle Bast with most of the rest of the world.

I understand that this argument may not be accepted in the region. However,
it must be recoqniled that this factor in politic~ b&~ 'IJready arisen today and
tomorrow it will begin to have repercussions. It will hardly be useful or
convenient for the States of the Middle Bast to sta4d iu the way of universal human
interests.

I • ••
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Sometimes it i. argued that in order to eliminate the arm. race, it is
necessary to remove the cause of conflict. Other••ay that .s lon~ a. "the arms
race persists, confliot will allo perlilt.

This argument ls academic. In our vlew, the prooe.s must be dual and
parallel, comprising the ourtailment of the arm. ra~e and, limultaneously, the
process of peaceful settlement, eliminating the causes of couflict.

For many years at all international forum. a long list of regional conflicts
was drawn up, and ayain and avain the absenoe of any progre.s in resolving them was
noted.

Yet now the Geneva accords on Afghanistan are being signed, and today in that
country there is no longer a .ingle Soviet soldier.

The Iran-Iraq war, which lasted eight years, is coming to an end. Although
with difficulty, diplomatic negotiations are being initiated and are proceeding.

Agreement. are being concluded on a .ettlement in .outhern Africa, and a start
is being made on the implementation of the United Nations plan for the granting of
indepe~~ence to the people of Namibia.

The time is drawing near for the complete withdrawal of Vietnamese foroes from
Kampuchea, and many States are beginning to co-operate actively to ensure peace and
national reconciliation in that country.

In Central America, too, a productive dialogue i. taking pla~e.

There is encouraging news from Western Sahara, where again {t appears that a
political mechanism for the settlement of the conflict has begun to work.

There i' positive movement on the Korean peninf,ula.

The same may be said about the affairs of Cyprus.

laid about the Middle Bast? Delpite the inarked change in the
be noted, 10 far only one lide - the Palestini_ns - is taking
That, of COUfi;e, is not enough. R.:"'\procal steps need to be

Surely the Middle Bast ~ill not lag behind the times and fall behind the
overall trend in world politics?

Why do the sides in the Middle East conflict not look at the e.periance of
others? There is surely much in it that is instructive and useful.

In settling every conflict, t~e question of the balanca of interests il
resolved in a specific manner. In these specificI, however, gen~ral principles may
also be discerned.

I • ••
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First. Tbe dialOCJ1le beveen the aides la being i.itiated thr0Utlh
iatenediaries. Ifegotlat1cme too are being collducted "ith their help. In some
cues the interaed1ary la the 1JIllted RatiollS (a typic.1 esample here is IraD aDd
Irag. and also AfgbaDistanh in ,thers, it la a group of cOUDtries (Contadora, the
Support Grov.p. the ASBAB countries) or iD41vidual States.

Secolld. 1:be "ithdrawal of troops fl'Ola a country participating in a conflict
is balanced by contractual politiCal obligatiollS protect!DtJ its interests. This
approach aay be seeD in the Afghan. southern African and Kaapuch.an aituatioDS.

2'hird. A ap~ of CjWlraateea la used. The guarantors for the fulfilment of
agree.Bllts -ay be the great Powers. and also the United Rations. which JIlOniton the
observance by the side. of the terllS of settI_nt &tJTe.ents.

Thi. is DOt a theory. but working el_nta of real agreemellts in real
conflicts•

Far-reac:hiDgcbaDge. are also tubwJ place over the Middle East conflict.
!fever before has there been .uch broad international aqreetMDt not only ill favour
of a politieal SOlution. but al.o iD respect of the _aDS of reacbing such a
solution.

'!'be United Raticme GeDeral Ass.-bly aD4 all the penaaoent members of the
security CoUDCil - the USSIl, the UIlited State... the United Ki~, France and
China - are in favour of convening an international conferen";e on the Middle Bast.
'!'be Europe_ Cc loity is actively promotiag this course. All the Ma!) parti.s to
the conflict regard .uch a fon. as Deces.ary and .ee IlO other alternative for
initiatiDq the aettl-.t proc••••

Basically only Israel is oppoSed to this i4.a, and this is bound to give rise
to doubtaBbout ita OVD stat_nta that it "ishe. to live in peace "ith its
Deigbbours.

Yet ezperi.1lC8 8howa that in the proc••• of c!ialoqu. aDd n8CJOtiations it is
possible to flad formulas for .0lvlDg the most acute and complex que.tions ••• I
should lite to stres., iD the Middl. But the problema of security are of concern
DOt only to Israel. but also aIld to no le•••r .xt.nt to all its neiqhbours. It is
UD4er.tandable therefore that all the .i48s In a Middle Bast settlement# inclUding
the PalestInIans.. wou14 like to have fi~ guarantees that th.y will not be attacled.

Of COurs. each side is entitled to have It. own vie". about the reliability of
such quarantees. But we fe.l that OD the baai. of the int.rnational practice
already approv.d, includinq the practic. of regional ••ttl.meDts# it i. possible to
..semble a package of obligatIoll8 aIld verIficatIoD ...sures "hich CaD satisfy the
most strinqent 4emaD4a and _111 inspIre the nec••••ry confidenCe th.t .ecurity will
be _bt.ine4.

Undoubtedly. future guarantors could qive commItments req.r4iD9 specific
measurea which they would take In the .v.nt of a thr.at at violatioD Of future
aqreements.

•.....
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It is per~aps premature to talk of that now, but in principle, if one looks
ahead, such objectives could successfully be met by a regional centre for the
reduction of military danger.

We see no reason why the sides in a future Arab-Israeli settlement could not
use mutual inspections and on-site verification, inclUding inspections at short
notice on grounds of suspicion.

They would also make it possible to remove the suspicions which are now the
main factor in inflaming the situation, and particularly suspicions about
activities involving the possible development of nuclear or chemical weapons.

This would also be helped by a decision to declare the Middle Bast a nuc1ear
and chemica1-weapon-free aone. There is a proposal on this subject, end it must be
moved forward.

In the Middle East the principle of establishing completely demi1itariaed
zones, as well as zones with a sparse military pr9sence along lines of temporary
demarcation and recognized borders, has already been used. Such zones in future,
too, cen fulfil an important ~unction in preventinq sudden attacks and facilitating
the system of reciprocal and international monitoring.

Here, too, there is considerable ~xperience in using international
verification machinery.

Moreover, it is of course difficult to expect a fruitful dialogue without
clear undertakings by the parties that they will neither directly nor indirectly
foment terrorism or any other subversive activity againdt each other in any shape
or form. These undertakings must inc01gorate measures for verification and
co-operation sufficient to inspire the ~ecess.ry confidence that they will be
honestly complied with. .

I am speaking abou~ these elements of a possible settlement of the
Arab-Israeli conflict in order to demonstrate that it is possible to find a balance
of interests between the parties to the conflict and to satisfy their legitimate
demands.

If we look at the possible versiona of a solution ~o any specific pro~lsm

connected with finding a settlement, we shall see that ttere ftre a great many of
them. In other words, there are already numerous individual bricks or elements out
of which, given the desire, it rs possible to build a durable peace in the Middle
East.

This means that it's a matter of choice between preserving the .tatul guP and
searching for a compromise acceptable to all.

But preserving the statuI gUQ is not possible for anyone, be it the
Palestinians, the Arabs or Israel itself. An alternative to reconciliation and
settlement, in essence, does not exist. There is no alternative, and this is not
only for military and economic reasons.

I • ••
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In the present world. the concept of humanism in internat\onal relations,
universality, the indivisibility of human riyhtB and the primacy of law are being
reaffirmed.

The retention by Israel of the Arab territories which it occupied in 1967, the
regime established in them. and the actions of the Israeli authorities in
suppressinq the political and civil freedoms of the Palestinians will ine~itably

lead to the isolation of Israel in the community of nations and to the loss of
support even from its stauuchest of friends. And it is quite legitimate to raise
the question of imposing sanctions against Israel as a country which, I,n a massive
scale, tramples underfoot the rights of the civilian popUlation.

Now that the Palestine Liberation Organization has proclaimed its own State,
accepted United Nations Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and
condemned terrorism, Israel has not even the semblance of a pretext for rpfusing to
enter into a dialogue with the PLO. which is recognized by the international
comn\unity as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

Israel can, of course, continue its defiant refusal to speak with the
Palestinians. But then it must also reckon with the possibility that a great many
States around the world will refuse to talk to it.

The peCUliarity of the Middle East conflict lies in the fact that it is
extremely comploz, owing to its oriqins, the number of par~ies involved and its
multifaceted political character and psychological rigidity. The nature of the
conflict suggests that its solution must be comprehensive, based on a multilateral
dialogue and negotiations that are carried on at several levels simultaneously.

That is the reason for the firm conviction that the way to achieve a Middle
Eaet settlement may be found only through collective international efforts.

The discussions raise the question as to the nature of an international
conference on the Middle East, its aqenda, its manner of functioning and its
participants.

These are all legitimate questions for each future participant in that forum.
And, naturally, they need res~onses acceptable to all.

These respoDses will not appear out of the blue. They must be discussed and
comprcmise versions must be found. Today, that is the primary task •••

Ther~ is now no more important task than beginning practical preparations to
convene the international conference. In our view, this work should be carried out
through flexible and comprehensive mechanisms which would also wield sufficient
authority.

That is why we propose that it should be conducted through informal
discussions in t~e Security Council, through informal consultations among its five
permanent members and through a multilateral and bilateral dialogue of the parties
concerned with reaching settlement and carried on either directly or through

I • .•
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intermediaries. In this w~y it will be p06sible to arrive at a definite
understanding acceptable to all par~ies concerning the basic parameters of an
international conference on the Middle Bast. This work, obviously, must have a
time-limit and be spread over a period of six to nine months.

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that, at this stage, it is a
question of fashioning an instrument for a Middle last settlement and not of
elaborating its parameters. But already at this stage, some questions of principle
must be settled. These, we feel, constitute the political and legal basis of the
conf.erence, and involve the participation of the Palestinians in the conference.

As regards all other alpects of this international forum, it WQuld be better
to leave them over for consideration by the conference itself. What is most
important now is to start the process of peacefu~ negotiations without
predetermining the forms which it may take in t~e course of the actual conference,
depending on the wish and agreement of its participants. The experience of
resolviny regional conflicts affords convincing evidence that each case calls for
its own particular kind of intermediary, concerned that the threads of negoti~cion

and dialogue should not be broken and that the negotiating proc.ss should continue
smoothly without stops and starts.

The international conference is precisely that kind of collective
intermediary. But it is not only an intermediary. By providing some kind of
safety net, guaranteeing the negotiations agaln.t failure, the conference will
assist in reSOlving ma~y regional issues.

To begin the dialogue a~d to keep it going is not easy. This needs
assistance, from outside.

It would appear to be desirable and ti~ely to establish, under the United
Nations Secretary-General, the post of special representativ~ for the Middle last,
and to appoi~t a person with considerable international authurity. 'He could be
involved in the preparations for the international conference at the very earliest
stage.

If his misdion is supported by the European Community, the United States and
the other great Powers, we may expect success.

Conditions are ripening in the region for a breakthrough in setting up a
full-scale dialogue on a Middle ~ast settlement in the context of the ~nternational

conference.

We have had a preliminary exchange of views with the other permauent members
of the Security Council. It is our understanding that they would all be prepared
in principle to support the convening of the international conference, to
participate in its preparation and to establish thm prerequisites for its success.

In this regard I should like to fecall that, despite the divergence of
approaches, the Security Council has played a major role in br!nging to an end the
war between Iran and Iraq. The Council has shown its readiness to act in a

I • ••
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balanced maDDer, preserving its unanimity. In looking back, we see that the
members of the Security Council have acted wisely by concentrating on achieving the
implementation of its first resolution on the Iran-Ira~ conflict.

There is no doubt that everyone has noticed the changes that have occurred
re:ently in the work of the Security COUDcil. There is now, unquestionably, a
greater sense of collegial ~ity and desire to reach agreement 1n its work.

I think that we have sufficient grounds to believe that the Security Council
will be able to formulate balanced recommendations for organi.ing the international
conf.renco on the Middle Bast.

I should aJNo like to remind you that the United Nations has, from the very
outset, played a fundamental role in Middle Bast affairs. In essence, everything
that has been achieved here has been done in this Organi.ation and with its
assistance. It is no coincideD~e that ,0 ~ue nowadays conceives of the
Arab-Israeli settlement other than on the basis of Security Council resolutions
242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

Under its Cna~'ter, the United Nations has the responaibllity of maintaining
international Ve~~e and seaurity and preventing sitU8tio:'~ which may threaten peace.

The United Nations eff.otively assist6d the conclusion of the Geneva accords
on AfghanistaD.

Se~urity COUDcil rebo1utJon 435 (1978) was adopted many years ago aDd today we
see that without that resolution it is unliL81y that a settlement in southern
Africa could have been achievod and the path to independence opened up to the
people of Namibia.

The parties involved in the Middle Bast conflict can, in our view, rely on the
United Nations and ent~ust it with the role of intermediary. Today there i~ no
reason not to trust the Security Council and see what recommendations it will put
forward.

No one will be the worse off for this. Bveryone will be worse off if we ~"ce

again miss the chance to find the path leading to a settlement and to peace in the
Middle Bast.

Israel w~ould have no fear of a conference. Its security will not only not
8uff.e~ - on the contrary, it will increase, as the security of the other States of
the region wi1'. increase.

In general, as I understood from the conversb~lon with Mr. Arens, the Israelis
for the time being do not hold the idea of an i~cernationa1 conference in high
esteem.

Me consider that the conference presents the very opportunity needed for
reachlng an historic compromise between the Arabs aDd the Israelis.

I • ••
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We would like the Government o~ Israel to know that it. choice in,favour of a
conferen~o and it~ agreement to enter into dialogue with the PLO would enable our
two countries to take another step towards the relumption of full diplomatic
relations. The beginning of the conference would mark the Itarting point for
resuming such relations.

Ixhorting others to di.logue, we ourselves intend to promote the broadest
possibl~ and most conltructive dialogue with all countries.

The Sov1et Union intends to encourage and support in every way all po.it1v~

steps aimed at eliminating disagreements among the Arabs, uniting the Arab
countries, and the establishment by them of constructive dialogue on a Middle ~ast

det .. :""ment. We favo",::, in particular, the idea of holding meetings butween
high-lovel representatives of 8yria, Igypt, Jordan, the PLO and Lebanon in order to
hasten the convening of the international conference.

We welcome the development of the contacts of Middle lastern States with the
European Community and the United States. In these matters, the Soviet Union
advocate. the e11ftlination of all competition among the great Powera. The policy
aimed at forcing one another out of the region mu.t be re'eated, and aontruative
co-operatio~ in the interest of peace and tran~uillity in the Mi~dle last mu~t be
adopted.

According to the new political thinking which ~uidel us in our foreiqn policy,
the idea of co-operation among States in order to affirm universal values is 01
paramount importance. The scale ot such value. focuses on the nync~pt ~f equality
of people, nationl, and States and fre.dom of choice for ir.~l~'~vQlG and all
peoples.

The infringement of human rights, particularly the ri~l;8 at .~tire peoples,
and all discrimination, regardless of the quise i~ which it is carried out,
directly detract from universal values. Such values cannot be different for
different peoples and countries.

It is only on the basis of this concept and in th1s context that we .peak of
the primacy of the values common to all mankind and the superiority of the
universal 14ea.

We call for a re'ect10n of the "enemy" stereotype in international relations.
Psychologically this, of course, is not an ealY task. In the context of Middle
Eastern history and realities, such a statement may seem even naive. But re'ect1ng
this stereotype does not mean forgiving specific deedl and crimel. It only implies
a legal approach, not an emotional one. In society we do not consider a person _h~

has broken the law to be an "enemy". Accordingly, we ought to adopt legal
terminology in international intercourse as well.

This i. not a formalistic change. The category of enemy is a simple one.
Either he must be conque~e4 or destroyed, or, at belt, he must be completely
avoided.

I • ••
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The cODcept of "eDemy" la iDaompatible with the principle of the peaaeful
settlemeDt of di.pute. aDd cODfliat. aDd the priDaiple of the iDadmissibility of
the u.e of forae. It i. alway. mutual aDd al~ny••\ab'ective.

The De. political thiDkiDg i. baled OD the need to let a.ide ideology in
relatloD' betweeD State.. There 1. no atte.npt here to exhort anyone to abaDdon his
belief., hi. world view or hi. value.. What ia meant here is ~hat no one should
impole hil idea. on other••

Tho.e iD the Middle Ba.t are well aware of the dangers of all forms of
intoleraDce and feti.hi.tic attaahment to ideologiaal dogma.

In today'. world .uah phenomeDa threate~ to dWltroy civilization. Mankind can
lurvive if it i. uDited on the ba.i. of common intereltl and upholds the principle
of freedom of choice.

The ne. thinkiDg al.o relate. to the ability of the Stat& and lociety to look
at them.elve. criticallr, recogDi.e error. or miltaken policy goals and undertake
to review them.

The Soviet UnioD hal examiDed itl forelgn policy from a oritical Itandpoint
and il prepared to lilten to aDd accept the criticilm of others. It is certain
that our CODcrete actloD' iD the interDatloDal arena provide lufficiently
convinciDg proof of thi. alpect of the now thiDklng.

I think that it would be good 1f the lelf-critical approach and realistic
views became e.tabll.hed iD world polltics.

The hiltory of the Mlddle Bait hal .een many plans and pro'ects for a
settlement. Hot one of them hal yet achieved it. How one can read and hear that
we have brought with us a Dew Soviet plaD for a Middle Bast settlemeDt.

Let UI put it lomewhat differently. we came here with the desire to draw up
such a plan. The main lslue for u. i. to work out, with the participation of all
the countrie. of the region and all States concerned, a Middle Bast settlement.

At this polnt, with regard to the plan, I cen definitely say that it is based
on the priority policy ob'ective of the Soviet leadership put forward by
Mikhail Gorbachev in hi. statement at the forty-third lession of the General
Assembly - that of promoting the co-operation of countries and Governments in
solving international and regional problems.

In pursuing this ob'ective, we are ,.lso taking action now, transcending not
only geographical boundaries but also the boundaries of the outmoded prejUdices
which today dangerously limit dialogue and restrict contacts. In particular, we
reject ideology a. a component of relations between States.

This i. neither a rejection of one's own values nor a call for others to give
up their values. On the contrary. Bvery time we establish contact in one form or
another, contact which yesterday still seemed inaccessible or impossible, we ask
ourselves I for what purpose?
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Ia thil ca•• - for peace ia the Middle lalt.
geDeral terml. More .pecifically •• would reply.
iateraatioaal cnaference oa the Middle Ba.t.
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Thl. 1. the an.wer ln the mOlt
la order to prepare for the

At thla tlme lt 11 preclaely the queltloal of prepariag for the coafereace
that are foremolt. With very few aad rare e.ceptioal the idea of the confereace
predomlaatea.

We hope that our curreat aad future coatacta ia the re9ioa will be
iDstrumental In implementing the idea.

Likewiae, we are counting on the eatabliahmeat of improved mutual
understandlng and co-operMtion bet.eea the Soviet Ualon and the Statea of the
Middle Baat.
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